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IPCC AR5:Mitigation 
(2014)
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Presentation Notes
Greenhouse gases emitted anywhere in the world basically have the same impact. But projects that purport to sequester more terrestrial carbon in one location also need to be considered how the actions may reduce harvested products – that will then be procured from somewhere else. For example, California already imports around 90% of the wood products it uses, so a few more forest preservation projects would simply increase the amount we import through well developed supply chains. On the other end, California used to export around 1/3 of all the mixed waste paper we produce – mostly to China. But as of March 2018, China changed the phytosanitary standard from 2.5% of junk to 0.5% of junk in bundles of waste paper. This has instantly shut off a huge component of wood product flows – and may lead to a lot more paper in landfills. 



ARB’s Forest Offset Protocols (2015) 

Can count this                                             But ignores this
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One state program that I have been trying to understand is ARB’s Forest Offset Protocols. To date they have approved well over $500 million in credits that were purchased by various polluters. Basically the rules allow one to count above average inventories of trees but essentially ignores wood that goes into traditional wood construction (up to 5 story buildings) or new construction that is going 20 stories and higher. Most of the funds went to wealthy forest owners out of state, and if they actually will reduce their harvest levels, that probably just means that more wood will be imported from somewhere else. 



AB1504 report 
Fig 4.4
On BOF website

Notes. The much lower harvests and higher inventory per 
acre on USFS is associated with 2-3x insect, disease, and 
fire mortality.  Removals still provide climate benefits (see 
IPCC 2007 and 2014)
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While denser forests are often nicer to look at and hike through, there may not be as many new climate benefits as proponents had hoped for projects in California – especially outside the redwood belt. Recent data captured a nearly 3 fold higher mortality rate on the denser Forest Service plots – whether in timberlands or wilderness. It seems that the desired forest structure of more inventories and lower harvests also has much higher mortality losses – and those dead trees are basically mini smoke stacks emitting greenhouse gases every day. This would seem to defeat the whole purpose of letting polluters buy these offsets to negate their emissions. 4.4From a life cycle perspective, the removals are transformed into products used in the consumer sector instead of mainly fossil fuel based substitutes. so while they are ‘lost’ from the forest, they can be double gains (direct and indirect) in the consumer sector. Predicting their life cycle benefits requires thinking fairly hard about future technology, prices, and regulations. We see the big difference across forest stand structures – even age plantations or uneven aged stands, site quality, and stocking levels. These are very different ‘technology packages’ in the forest. 



Insert a flow chart of harvested wood

Four Wood Waste Strategies
1. Burn it for energy    2. Engineered Landfill Storage  3. Compost it 4. Biochar it  

Schematic of the Canadian 
CBM-CFS3 forest and forest 
products model
(Kurz 2009, Smyth 2014)

4. Clear cut harvest
5. Commercial thinning
6. Thin young stands

The Key: Innovation 
across the whole 
supply chain is 
necessary for global 
gains. 
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Now I want to go back to the global level. If California and other states and nations are truly going to improve the global climate benefits of managed forests, we are going to have to innovate across the whole supply chain – from seedlings to products and finally to the waste stream. This will be a big step up from the current confusion as various state agencies each have their own story and plan – but hopefully we will improve. If you any quick questions, I can answer it now or we can defer to a more robust Q&A at the end of the panel. Thank you. 
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